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1.  Introduction 

 Bu and mei are generally considered as the most frequently used negation 

markers in Mandarin Chinese. They express different meanings, so they are usually 

used in different situations. Generally speaking, mei always occur with dynamic 

situations and bu with stative situations; they can also occur in the same situations but 

give different meanings.  

 The purpose of this paper is to explore two things: a). the selection of negation 

markers: where to use bu or mei, from the speaker’s point of view; b). the 

comprehension of the negation markers: how to interpret bu and mei, from the 

hearer’s point of view.  

 The use of negation markers has great relations with aspect. The most widely 

noted phenomenon that the distribution of the negation marker mei has close 

relations with the perfective aspectual marker –le.  

(1) a. ta mai-le fangzi 

        he buy-ASP house 

        ‘He bought a house.’ 

b. ta mei mai fangzi 

        he not buy house 

        ‘He did not buy a house.’ 

It seems that mei and -le are in complementary distribution, i.e. -le is used in 

assertive sentences to mark perfective and mei can mark perfective meaning in 

negative sentences. But we have to explain the combination of mei with other 

aspectual markers like the perfect marker –guo, because there are no two existing 

aspect markers in Chinese can combine with each other.  

(2) a. wo kan-guo zhe ben shu 

    I  see-ASP this CL book 

         ‘I have read this book.’ 

b. wo mei kan-guo zhe ben shu 

         I  not see-ASP this CL book 
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         ‘I have not read this book.’ 

What can we see are two questions: Why aspect is more likely to have mei as the 

negation marker (selection of negation marker)? And can negation markers, especially 

for mei, in Chinese also mark aspect (interpretation of negation marker)?  

The paper first give a general introduction of the distribution of bu and mei, and then 

the distinction is made to decide how to select and interpret each of them (Section 2). 

In section 3, what is concerned is the interaction between negation and aspect, 

including how sentences with different aspect are negated and how to interpret the 

negative form for sentence with each aspect marker. To help to decide the real 

function of mei and bu appearing alone or together with aspect markers in sentences, I 

apply a Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) developed by Kamp & Reyle (1993) 

and the interpretation of Negation by De Swart & Molendijk (1999) in section 4. 

DRT focuses on the meaning of discourses rather than on the meaning of individual 

sentences. It has contributed to the connection of sentences in terms of tense and 

aspect. Aspect can be treated as operators mapping sets of eventuality to sets of 

eventuality. The DRT analysis will account for the interpretation of each aspect 

markers as well as for the two negation markers. Thus to see whether the negation 

expressed by different markers fits well in De Swart & Molendijk’s which treat 

negation as playing the same role as aspectual operators. 

 

2.  Chinese Negation Markers—bu and mei 

The most frequently used negation markers in Mandarin Chinese are bu and mei, 

all translated as English not. They reflect the features of grammatical category of 

negation in Chinese. Both bu and mei typically negate verbs and adjectives. They are 

generally in the preverbal (or pre-adjective) position and it is the verb (adjective) 

phrase that is in the scope of negation.  

There have been many studies to account for the differences between bu and mei. 

According to Lü (1982) and Bai (2000), mei is used in objective narration and bu 

negates one’s subjective desire; Lin (2003) argue that bu selects a stative situation 
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as its complement whereas mei selects an event; according to Li (1999), bu is 

marked with [-telic] whilst mei is marked with [+telic]; Li and Thompson (1981) 

and Xiao and McEnery (2007) agree that mei negates the completion or realization 

of a situation, but Li and Thompson (1981) claim that bu denies the existence of a 

state, whereas Xiao and McEnery (2007) argue that bu is a general purpose negator. 

However, none of the distinctions can fully account for the difference between the two 

negation markers, because it is easy to find counter examples to either of the 

distinctions. I will first briefly examine how each of the two adverbs is distributed, i.e. 

they each appear in what kind of situation, followed by a discussion of the distinction 

of the two negation markers. I will follow Hsieh (2001) to argue that the distinction of 

bu and mei is that mei denies dynamic situations while bu denies non-dynamic 

situations.  

2.1 Distribution of Bu 

Descriptively speaking, bu is used before adjectives, verbs and modal verbs:  

 (1) ta bu congming. (bu + adjective) 

he not clever 

‘He is not clever.’ 

 (2) a. ta bu qu xuexiao (bu + verb) 

      he not go school 

      ‘He does not want to go to school./He will not go to school.’ 

    b. wo bu jiede     ta. (bu + verb) 

         I not remember him/her 

         ‘I don’t remember him/her.’ 

 (3) wo bu yinggai qu. (bu + modal verb) 

    I  not should go 

    ‘I should not go.’ 

Furthermore, shi ‘be’ must be negated by bu.  

(4) ta bu shi laoshi 

   he not be teacher 
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   ‘He is not a teacher.’ 

If we summarize the situations where bu can be used as the negation marker, it 

can be easily seen that shi ‘be’, adjectives and modal verbs share the same property of 

stable. They refer to a state or an unchanging condition. But bu also negates verbs as 

in (2). Note that jide ‘remember’ in (2b) is a stative verb. Stative verb is a verb which 

usually refers to a state (i.e. an unchanging condition). They express emotion, 

knowledge, belief, (e.g. love, hate, know) and show relationships, (e.g. belong to, 

equal, own). On the contrary, dynamic verbs express activity and processes, for 

example, run, come, buy, read, etc. Shi ‘be’, adjectives and modal verbs as well as 

stative verbs all refer to a stative situation. Thus, we can conclude that bu should be 

used as a negative marker in stative situations where it simply denies the existence of 

a state. 

 However, (2a) shows us that bu can be also used before dynamic verbs. Notice 

that mei can also be used as negation marker in (2a), but mei express different 

meanings with respect to bu. In this example bu expresses a volitional interpretation 

that the subjects refuse or are unwilling to go to school.  

 Only when the subject is animate can the volitional interpretation be possible. But 

there are also cases that dynamic verbs have bu as its negator when the subject is 

inanimate. Consider the following example:  

(5) a. taiyang bu rao diqiu zhuan 

    sun  not around earth turn 

    ‘The sun does not turn around the earth.’ 

      b. yueliang bu faguang 

        moon   not shine 

        ‘The moon does not shine.’ 

In these two sentences, the actions expressed by the dynamic verbs are taken by 

inanimate subjects taiyang ‘sun’ and yueliang ‘moon’. It is impossible to say an 

inanimate thing is willing or unwilling to do something, so the two sentences 

cannot have volitional reading. The dynamic verbs rao diqiu zhuan ‘turn around 

the earth’ and faguang ‘shine’ only express natural phenomenon. They only 
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have generic reading. The generic reading also holds for animate subject: 

 (6) gou bu chi laoshu 

    dog not eat mouse 

    ‘Dogs do not eat mice.’ 

Furthermore, dynamic verbs negated by bu can also express habitual meanings. 

(7) wo bu  he  jiu 

       I  not drink wine 

       ‘I don’t drink wine.’ 

(7) is ambiguous because it may have both the volitional interpretation ‘I don’t want 

to drink wine now’ and habitual interpretation ‘I don’t have the habit of drinking 

wine’. In the habit interpretation, what bu denies is the habit of drinking rather than 

the event of drinking wine. A habit is relatively more stable and less changeable than 

an event.  

In summary, we can conclude that bu is used in two situations, on the one hand, 

bu is used before shi ‘be’, adjectives, stative verbs, modal verbs, and dynamic verbs 

which express stative meanings, such as habit. All these share the same property of 

stable and unchanging. On the other hand, when bu is used with dynamic verbs 

without denoting a habitual meaning, it negates the subjective willing or desire to do 

something, i.e. a volitional interpretation, or has a generic reading. 

2.2 Distribution of Mei 

Mei has two functions; one function is to negate the possessive verb you ‘have’, 

where bu is impossible. 

 (8) wo mei you qiche 

       I  not have car 

       ‘I don’t have a car.’ 

The other function of mei denies that an action has taken place or a resultative 

state has been achieved. This function of mei implies that mei can only be used in 

dynamic verbs.  

(9) a. ta mei qu xuexiao 
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     he not go school 

     ‘He did not go to school.’  

    b. wo mei zhao-dao lüguan 

         I  not  find    hotel 

         ‘I did not find a hotel.’ 

(9a) denies that the action of qu xuexiao ‘go to school’ has taken place, while (9b) 

denies that the hotel has already been found, but the action of looking for may have 

taken place, i.e. the resultative state of the action zhao ‘look for’ has not been 

achieved. So the difference of meanings depends on the different type of the verb, to 

be specifically, whether the verb has a resultative state or not decides what mei denies. 

If there is only an activity verb without resultative state, as qu ‘go’ in (9a), mei denies 

that the action has taken place; if the verb has a resultative state, as the 

accomplishment verb zhaodao ‘find’ in (9b), then mei denies that the state has been 

achieved.     

  Notice that it is possible to insert bu between the resultative verb compounds to 

express negative meaning: 

 (10) wo zhao-bu-dao lüguan 

        I look for-not-get hotel 

‘I cannot find a hotel.’ 

(9b) with mei, denies the resultative state has been achieved, while (10) with bu 

denies the existence of the resultative state, thus they express the same meaning. This 

further supports the idea that bu negates an unchanging state and mei denies the 

achievement of resultative state of resultative verb compounds, which refer to a 

changing situaiton.  

One more thing I would like to mention is that some adjectives can also be 

negated by mei, for example, 

 (11) ta mei pang 

       he not fat 

       *‘He is not fat.’ 

       ‘He didn’t become fat.’ 
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Though adjectives normally refer to a state, the adjective pang ‘fat’ negated by mei in 

(11) denotes that to become fat does not happen. What mei negated is not the state of 

being fat, but the realization of becoming fat, which involves change of state.  

Thus, mei can appear before either verbs or adjectives, but they must all involve 

changes. So the verbs must be dynamic verbs so that mei can deny the taking place of 

the action or the achievement of the resultative state; and the adjectives must mean 

change of state rather than a stable state.  

2.3 Distinction of bu and mei 

After a brief examination of the distribution of the two negation markers, we can 

see whether any of the distinction mentioned at the beginning of this section holds.  

A verb or verb phrase that presents an action or event as having an end point is 

said to be telic, while a verb or verb phrase that presents an action or event as not 

having an end point is said to be atelic. In Chinese, telic verbs are always a resultative 

verb compounds, comprising with a main verb and a resultative verb. For example, 

zhao ‘look for’ is an atelic verb, while zhaodao ‘find’, with the resultative verb dao 

‘to get/ to have’, is a telic verb. It might be true that telic verbs can only be negated by 

mei, but this does not mean that mei cannot be used with atelic verbs. For example,  

(12) a. wo mei/*bu zhaodao lüguan 

    I   not    find   hotel 

 ‘I did not find a hotel.’ 

 b. wo mei zhao  lüguan 

I  not look for hotel 

     ‘I did not look for a hotel.’ 

 c. wo bu zhao   lüguan 

    I  not look for hotel 

    ‘I will not look for a hotel.’ 

zhaodao ‘find’ which denotes a telic situation must be negated by mei, bu is 

impossible here. zhao (look for) lüguan (hotel) ‘look for a hotel’ is an atelic 

situation, it can be negated by bu to express ‘not willing to look for a hotel’, but it 
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can also be negated by mei to mean that ‘the action of looking for a hotel did not 

take place’. So it is also inappropriate to have the strict distinction of telic vs. atelic to 

account for the difference between bu and mei. 

 Someone argue that mei negates the completion or realization of a situation, 

while bu has no relation with completion. As early as Wang (1965) observed, bu 

negates a “plain sentence’ (i.e. a declarative sentence without the aspect marker) 

whereas mei negates a sentence containing such an aspect marker. Li and 

Thompson also claim that bu is a neutral negative marker, while mei denies the 

completion of a situation. According to a corpus-based study, Xiao & McEnery 

(2007) agree that mei denies the completion or realization of an action or event, 

and see that all situations that can take the perfective aspect marker –le or the 

experiential aspect marker –guo in positive sentences can be negated by mei.  

(13) a. ta  kan-le  na-ben shu. 

he read-ASP that-CL book 

‘He read that book.’ 

     b. ta mei kan –(*le) na-ben shu 

he not read-ASP that-CL book 

‘He did not read that book.’ 

(14) a. wo kan-guo zhe ben shu 

     I read-ASP this CL book 

         ‘I have read this book.’ 

b. wo mei kan-guo zhe ben shu 

          I not read-ASP this CL book 

          ‘I have not read this book.’ 

However, this argument cannot be maintained. As X. Liu (1988) points out, if mei 

denies the completion of a situation, sentence (13b), for example, would mean he 

stopped in the middle of the process of reading that book without completion it. In 

other words, it should mean that the action started but not completed. However, 

this is not the case. Mei in (13b) denies the action entirely—the action of reading 

does not occur at all. So completion or non-completion cannot distinguish bu and 
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mei either. 

As discussed earlier, both by bu and mei can negate dynamic verbs, but they have 

different meanings, as in example (2a) and (9a), repeated here in (15) 

(15) a. ta bu  qu xuexiao 

he not go school 

‘He does not want to go to school./He will not go to school.’ 

        b. ta mei qu xuexiao 

he not go school 

‘He did not go to school.’ 

According to example (15), it seems that the subjective vs. objective distinction is 

true, because when both the negators negates the action qu shangxue ‘go to school’, 

bu express the subjective desire, while mei gives an objective narration. However, this 

is only true for dynamic verbs. It’s easy to find counter examples when bu has 

objective readings as in (16).  

 (16) ta bu renshi zhe ge ren 

        he not know this CL person 

        ‘He doesn’t know this person.’ 

In (16), when bu appears with stative verbs, it is more likely to express objective 

reading. So it might be possible to say that mei negates a situation objectively, it is 

hard to see why the negation marked by bu should be viewed as subjective. Only 

when bu is to negate dynamic verbs without denoting habitual meanings, can it has 

subjective reading. So neither the subjective vs. objective reading can be presented as 

a single criterion to distinct bu and mei.  

 I don’t agree, either, that bu only appear in stative situation, and mei only appear 

in dynamic situations. According to Comrie (1976, p49), the distinction between a 

stative and a dynamic situation is characterized as follows:  

With a state, unless something happens to change that state, then 

the state will continue…With a dynamic situation, on the other 

hand, the situation will only continue if it is continually subject 

to a new input of energy. 
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From the former introduction of the distribution of bu and mei, it can be seen that 

bu generally appears in those unchanging and stable situations expressed by stative 

verbs, adjectives, or model verbs, etc, to mean the non-existence of the state, 

whereas mei must occur with the situations involving change expressed by 

dynamic verbs to negate the taking place or the achievement of a resultative state 

of an event. Though mei may also appear with stative constellation as adjectives, it 

is dynamic situation because the adjectives means change of state. To change over 

time involve input of energy, as Lin (2003) put it, ‘change over time’ and ‘require 

input of energy’ subscribe to dynamic situations. Thus it seems true that bu appears 

in stative situations and mei appears in dynamic situations. But the problem is that bu 

also appear in volitional, habitual and generic situations. Do they belong to stative or 

dynamic situation? 

 If we take the notion of markedness into account, we should have the following 

possibilities: 

(17) a. Stative vs. non-stative 

b. dynamic vs. non-dynamic 

     c. stative vs. dynamic 

I will follow Hsieh (2001) to argue that the volitional, habitual and generic 

situation are neither stative nor dynamic, and the distinction between bu and mei is 

that mei occur in dynamic situations, while occur in non-dynamic situations rather 

than stative situations. According to the definition by Comrie, Hsieh claims that ‘If 

we define a non-dynamic situation as an unchanged situation, while a dynamic 

situation as a changed situation, the volitional, habitual, and generic situations should 

be considered ‘unchanged’. A situation is unchanged in at least three different ways. 

First, it is unchanged if the subject is unwilling to carry out the action denoted by the 

verb. Second, it is no changed at a later time if the subject is unwilling to change the 

action. Third, it is not changed over time if it stays the same over time.’ For the 

volitional situation, if one is not willing to do something, nothing will happen at a 

later time, and nothing will change. If a situation is habitual or generic, it is a repeated 

occurrence of a given event and can be treated as the defining property of an 
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individual or object, thus it is unlikely to change. So the three situations obviously 

belong to an unchanged situation, thus non-dynamic. Furthermore, stative situation is 

included in the non-dynamic situation, because it is the third way of indicating 

‘unchanged’. So to conclude, bu negates non-dynamic situations rather than stative 

situations.  

 In summary, the distinction of bu and mei does not lie in subjective or objective 

meanings, because the different meanings only hold in situations where the verb is 

dynamic; the distinction of the two negation markers is not due to telic or atelic verb 

distinction either, because mei is compatible with both telic and atelic verbs; Mei 

could not be defined as negating completion either, because what mei negates is the 

taking place or occurrence of an action, not the completion of an action. I propose 

that the main difference lies in the dynamic or non-dynamic situations, bu negates 

non-dynamic situations, and mei negates dynamic situations. 

3. Negation and Aspect 

The use of negation markers has great relation with aspect in Chinese. To negate 

the aspect marked by certain aspect marker, mei is more likely to be used rather than 

bu. But there are exceptions, for some aspect, bu can also be the negator. In the 

negative form of the sentence with aspect, some aspect markers may appear in the 

negative form, some may not appear. This section will examine how different aspect 

is negated, including the scope interaction of negation and aspect, the selection of 

negation markers, and the appearance of the aspect markers. The section starts from 

the introduction of aspect and aspect markers in Chinese.  

3.1 Aspect and Aspect markers in Chinese 

 Aspect, or aspect marking, has received a great deal of interest in Chinese 

linguistics in the last thirty years. This interest might be due to the fact that markers of 

aspect are the only kind of morphology-like devices in the language. In Chinese, there 

is no inflectional morphology to express tense, number, gender, or case. Hence, aspect 

is a special grammaticalized category in Chinese. 

 Aspect is different from tense in that a marker of tense relates the time of the 
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occurrence of the situation to the time that situation is brought up in speech, while 

aspect express various perspectives or views on the situations (Li and Thompson, 

1981). There are generally four main aspect markers in Chinese: le, guo, zhe, and zai. 

In a sentence, the first three markers follow the verb, while the last one precedes the 

verb. Though there are numerous studies devoted to Chinese aspect, the precise 

function of each of these markers is still under discussion. There is agreement that le 

and guo express a ‘perfective’ or ‘perfect’ aspect whereas zhe and zai somehow 

characterize the situation as ‘imperfective’, ‘progressive’, or ‘durative’. Detailed 

analyses of the functions of each of the markers will be introduced in this section. In 

the subsections, I will give a basic and general introduction of each of the four aspect 

markers: perfective marker –le, experiential or perfect marker –guo, the progressive 

marker zai, and the durative marker –zhe. The introduction includes their semantic 

meanings. 

3.1.1 Le  

According to many researches, the particle -le is considered a perfective marker. 

Generally, it appears with non-stative situations. -Le indicates termination or 

completion of the situation. Termination and completion are independent in the 

language. Which meaning -le indicates depends on the meaning of the verb with 

which -le occurs. For example, when the verb encodes a situation with a clear 

temporal boundary, -le indicates that the situation comes to its natural endpoint, in 

other words, it is completed, as illustrated in (1). But when the verb encodes a 

situation with no natural boundary, -le signals the termination rather than completion 

of a situation, as in (2) (see Li &Thompson 1981, Smith 1991.) 

(1) qi-che zhuang-dao –le fangzi. 

car    hit-break ASP house 

The car knocked down the house. 

(2) xiao yazi  you-le  yong. 

duckling swim ASP stroke 

The duckling swam. 
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The example in (1) contains a so-called ‘resultative verb construction’ (RVC) that 

encodes a telic, resultative endpoint (i.e. the break-down of the house), where the 

perfective -le indicates that the end result has been achieved (i.e. the event is 

completed). In contrast, (2) contains an atelic activity verb you-yong ‘swim’ that 

encodes no natural endpoint, and -le indicates that the event took place and terminated 

at some indefinite point. While whether –le indicate termination or completion also 

relates to whether there is quantification on the event –le modifies. The quantification 

may include the specificity of the object or other complement of the event, for 

example, 

 (3) a. ta  xie –le  yi feng xin. 

      he write ASP one CL letter 

      ‘He has written/wrote a letter.’ 

    b. ta xie  –le  xin 

      he write ASP letter 

      ‘He has written/wrote letters.’ 

(4) a. ta pao –le yi xiaoshi 

      he run ASP one hour 

‘He has run for one hour.’ 

    b. ta pao –le 

he run ASP 

      ‘He has run.’ 

When the object is specific as in (3a), -le indicates that the action of writing this one 

letter has completed. While (3b) with a bare noun does not ensure the completion of 

the event, it can either mean the action of writing letter has completed or the action 

has terminated. (4a) with a quantification on the time of the action of running marked 

by –le means his action of running has completed and it lasts for one hour. But (4b), 

without any quantification on the verb, may indicate that the action of ‘run’ has took 

place and terminated at some indefinite point. 

 -Le can also occur with stative constellations, where, according to Smith (1991) 

-le has a shifted interpretation. It indicates the inception or inchoativity of a situation, 
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for example,  

(5) Zhangsan pang-le 

Zhangsan fat ASP 

‘Zhangsan has become fat’. 

The sentence focuses on the coming about of the state of being fat, so -le involves a 

change of state.  

 So to conclude, -le basically indicate the occurrence of an action or event or the 

achievement of a state, only if there is quantification on the action, like an object, can 

–le indicate termination or completion (specific object).  

3.1.2 Guo  

-Guo has always been characterized as a perfective marker, but as a perfective 

marker, it is concerned with the external, rather than the internal structure of the 

situation, so it is more of a ‘perfect’ than a ‘perfective’ marker. –Guo presents a 

closed situation and also conveys that the final state of that situation no longer obtains 

(‘discontinuity’ in Smith (1991)). It is also called the ‘experiential marker’ because 

indicates that an event has been experienced at some indefinite time, usually in the 

past, and that the resultant state no longer obtains at the time of speech. 

(6) ta qu guo zhongguo  

he go ASP China 

‘He has been to China.’ 

The event of qu zhongguo ‘to go to China’ happened in some indefinite time before, 

and the resultant state of the action qu zhongguo ‘to go to China’ is ‘be in China’, but 

–guo indicates that this state no longer obtains in the speech time. The state for now is 

that he is not in China. Thus, -guo involves a change of state. And the sentence has 

the meaning that ‘he has experienced of going to China and being in China.’ 

 -Guo is different from -le in that -le gives no further information beyond the final 

point of a situation. Let’s see the following example, when -le and -guo have the same 

verb constellation, they give different information about the situation: 

(7) a. Lisi da-po   –le  yi-ge  beizi. 
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Lisi hit-break ASP one-CL cup 

‘Lisi broke a cup.’ 

b. Lisi da-po   –guo  yi-ge  beizi. 

Lisi hit-break ASP one-CL cup 

‘Lisi once broke a cup.’ 

In (7a), -le indicates a completed action of breaking. The sentence refers to a situation 

in which the broken pieces of the cup may be still laying on the ground; in contrast, in 

(7b), -guo gives an experiencial meaning. The sentence means that Lisi has once 

broken a cup (at some indefinite time in the past), and that the resulting state of 

breaking no longer obtains at the speech time. So the characteristic of -guo that the 

resulting state no long obtains distinguishes -guo from -le. This characteristic also 

distinguishes -guo from the English perfect. The English perfect conveys a ‘current 

relevance’ meaning whereas -guo does not. For instance, Mary has broken a cup is a 

more appropriate translation for (7a) than for (7b), because -guo need not to be having 

effect over the present time. 

Different from -le which only occur in dynamic sentences, -guo is compatible 

with all situation types.  

(8) wo ai –guo   ta 

I  love-ASP him 

‘I have loved him.’ 

-Guo appear with stative situation also has an experience meaning that ‘I have had the 

experience of falling in love with him or in the state of loving him at some indefinite 

time before.’ -Guo can also appear with adjectives, and has different meaning from le: 

(9) a. Zhangsan pang-guo 

Zhangsan fat ASP 

‘Zhangsan has been fat’. 

     b. Zhangsan pang-le 

      Zhangsan fat ASP 

    ‘Zhangsan has become fat.’ 

Both sentences in (9) involve change of state. (9a) means that Zhangsan has been fat 
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at some indefinite time in the past, but he is not fat now, whereas (9b), as described in 

3.1.1 means that Zhangsan has become fat, but before he is not fat.   

3.1.3 Zai 

Zai is an imperfective aspect marker. It is used to indicate an action or event in 

progress, so it is also called progressive marker. Zai can occur only preverbally.  

(10)  ta zai kan shu 

he ASP read book 

‘He is reading a book.’ 

If an action is in progress, it must have started. Zai implies the occurrence of an action 

or event. So (10) means that the action of reading a book has taken place and is in 

progress.  

According to Smith (1991), zai presents an interval of a durative situation, and 

the interval does not include an endpoint of the situation. So zai is incompatible with 

achievement sentences, which naturally have an endpoint. Zai cannot be used with 

stative verbs that indicate fully homogeneous states either.  

(11) *ta zai zhaodao fangzi 

he ASP find  house 

‘He is finding houses.’ 

(12) *wo zai zhidao zhe -jian shi 

     I  ASP know this CL thing 

     ‘I am knowing this thing.’ 

 There are discussions on whether progressive describes a stative or dynamic 

situation. I will follow Bertinetto (1994) and Nordlander (1997) to claim that 

progressive require an ongoing supply of energy in order to obtain the states they 

describe, so they are dynamic situations rather than stative situation. 

 

3.1.4 Zhe 

-Zhe, as an imperfective marker, indicates that a situation is viewed as enduring 

or continuing (i.e. durative), so it is also entitled ‘durative marker’. Similar to zai, 
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-zhe presents a continuous and stable situation without regard to endpoints. According 

to Hsieh (2001), -zhe has two different uses: one focuses a resultative state, and the 

other indicates a progressive situation. For the first use, -zhe often appears with states 

of position and location,  

(13) qiang shang gua-zhe  yi fu hua 

wall  on  hang ASP one CL picture 

‘A picture is hanging on the wall.’ 

In this example, -zhe focus on the resultative state after the final point of a situation. 

With the marker -zhe, we know that the picture is continuous and stable on the wall, 

which is the resultative state of the activity gua ‘hang’. The verb constellation 

presents an event resulting in a change of state. It is impossible to know when the 

picture is not there, because -zhe doesn’t involve an endpoint. -Zhe also appears with 

other states, so long as they can be seen as resultative.  

-Zhe may also focus on stative verb constellations. Intrinsic statives do not appear 

with -zhe. In other terms, -zhe applies to state-level predicate but not to 

individual-level predicates (Smith 1991). Stage-level predicates denote transitory 

properties and individual-level predicates denote relatively stable properties.  

(14) a. Women  bici     shen ai –zhe  

       We   each other deep love ASP 

‘We deeply loved each other, and relied on each other.’ 

b. *Ta zhidao –zhe zhe ge huida 

        he know ASP this CL answer 

        ‘He knows the answer.’ 

(14a) exemplifies stage-level predicates. -Zhe focuses stative verb constellation and 

means in the state of love. (14b) in which -zhe occurs with individual-level stative 

predicates is ungrammatical. Yeh (1990) claims that stage-level predicates have more 

of a potential for change than do individual-level predicates.  

 According to Smith (1991), resultatives and stage-level statives exemplify the 

direct, unmarked uses of –zhe. –Zhe also appears in an extended use, focusing on the 

internal stages of the situations. This use is just similar to the use of progressive 
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marker zai, which presents the internal interval of an event. 

(15) a. quan shijie  de ertong  dou wan –zhe tong yang de youxi 

      whole world DE children all play ASP same kind DE game  

       ‘All the children in the world are playing the same games.’ 

     b. quan shijie  de ertong  dou zai wan tong yang de youxi 

       whole world DE children all ASP play same kind DE game 

       ‘All the children in the world are playing the same games.’ 

(15a) and (15b) are only different in that zai gives dynamic reading, while -zhe has 

static meaning. This also explains why zai cannot be used with stative verbs, while 

–zhe can.  

 (16) a. wo ai –zhe  ni 

       I  love ASP you 

          ‘I am in love with you.’ 

     b. *wo zai ai  ni 

          I ASP love you 

     ‘I am loving you.’ 

 Zai cannot appear with stative verbs as ai ‘love’, because zai require an ongoing 

supply of energy and ai only describes a state. Whereas ai can co-occur with –zhe 

because –zhe has a static meaning, so (16a) describe a durative of the state of in love.  

If a verb can have either a dynamic or a static reading, then the former is brought 

out by the use of zai, as in (17a), whereas the latter is usually brought out by the use 

of -zhe, as in (17b). 

(17) a. Lisi zai chuan  yi-jian qunzi. 

Lisi ASP put-on one-CL skirt 

‘Lisi is putting on a skirt.’ 

b. Lisi chuan-zhe yi-jian qunzi 

Lisi wear ASP one-CL skirt 

‘Lisi wears a skirt.’ 

As imperfective aspect marker, neither -zhe nor zai give the situation they refer to 

an endpoint. The difference of zai and -zhe is that, zai presents the internal interval of 
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the action or event, i.e. the action is in progress, whereas -zhe focuses the duration of 

resultative state after the final point of a situation or the internal stage of the situations. 

Thus, they differ in the verb types to which they can apply: zai does not go with 

statives, whereas -zhe is in general compatible with all verb types. When they appear 

with the same verbs, zai has dynamic meaning and -zhe has static meaning. 

 

3.2 Scope Interaction between Negation and Aspect 

 When a sentence involves both negation and aspect, which takes wider scope 

over the other is a question to ask. The scope interaction between negation and the 

aspect expressed by each aspect marker is examined in this sub-section. The aspect in 

Chinese is a little different from that of English: -le is similar to perfective, and –guo 

is similar to perfect, but they are not exactly the same; furthermore, what –zhe marked 

includes progressive but is more than that. So I will have all the aspect markers 

written in capital letters in this Thesis to represent the aspect denoted by this marker.   

Let’s start from the aspect LE. 

  Whether negation takes wider scope over LE or LE takes wider scope over 

negation. To give a simple example, let’s first see the negation of the meaning 

expressed by the sentence form ta xie -le xin ‘He has written a letter’. According to 

the introduction of –le, this sentence simply means that the action of writing a letter 

has taken place and terminated at some indefinite point, because the verb xie ‘write’ 

encodes no natural end point.
1
 (18) expresses the negation of this meaning with 

negation takes wider scope over LE in (18a) and LE takes wider scope over negation 

in (18b). 

(18) a. [¬ [the action of writing letter has terminated/completed]] 

(Negation > Aspect LE) 

b. [the action of ¬ [writing letter] has terminated/completed] 

(Aspect LE > Negation) 

                                                        
1 The meaning –le indicated in ta xie -le xin ‘He has written a letter’ and ta xie -le yi feng xin ‘He has written one 

letter’ is different. Though both sentence have the same atelic verb xie ‘write’ which has no natural end point, the 

definite object in the second sentence decides that –le indicates the completion of the event. So except for the 

aspectual feature of the verb, the definiteness of the object NP is also a factor which affects the meaning of –le. 
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(18a) means that ‘the action of writing letter has NOT terminated or completed. 

Whereas for (18b), what is negated is only the action expressed by the verb, so 

(18b) means that ‘NOT taking the action of writing letter has terminated or 

completed’. However, this meaning is problematic. ‘Writing letter’ is an action 

which can be started and terminated, but negation denotes state (De Swart & 

Molendijk 1999. Further discussion on negation denoting state can be seen in Section 

4), so ¬ [writing letter] is a state, which is unchanging thus could not have stared or 

terminated. A state is incompatible with aspect marked by –le. So the only way to 

negate a perfective meaning expressed by –le is to have negation taking wider scope 

over LE.  

    Will there any change when –le appears with stative constellations? According to 

Smith (1991), -le, in this kind of situations, has an inchoative reading: the focus is on 

the coming about of a state. Take wo pang –le ‘I have become fat’ for example, the 

sentence focus on the coming about of the state of being fat. The negation of this 

meaning could either be (19a) with negation takes wider scope over inchoative or 

(19b) with inchoative takes wider scope over negation. 

(19) a. [¬ [the coming about of the state of being fat]] 

   (Negation > Aspect LE) 

b. [the coming about of the state of ¬ [being fat]] 

   (Aspect LE > Negation) 

What (19a) is negated when Negation takes wider scope over aspect is the coming 

about of a state, which is an event. And (19a) means that the event of the coming 

about of the state of being fat does NOT happen. What (19b) is negated the state of 

being fat. And (19b) indicates the happening of an event of the coming about of the 

state of NOT being fat. However, there is not a sentence that can express the meaning 

of (19b). One may say he or she is becoming fat or becoming thin, but it is impossible 

to say one is becoming not fat or not thin. So the negation of the inchoative meaning 

expressed by stative constellation with –le is to have Negation taking wider scope 

over LE.  

To negate the experiential meaning expressed by –guo, we also need to 
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distinguish which meaning takes wider scope, negation or experiential? I will examine 

both options with the example ta qu guo zhongguo ‘He has been to China’. This 

sentence means that ‘he has gone to China and being in China some indefinite time 

before, but he is no longer in China now’, in other words, the sentence means ‘he has 

experienced of going to China’. The following are the negation of the meaning 

expressed by the sentence with either negation taking wider scope (20a) or 

experiential taking wider scope (20b): 

(20) a. [¬ [he has gone to China and being in China at some indefinite time before, 

but he is not in China now]] 

[¬ [he has experienced of going to China and being in China]] 

(Negation > Aspect GUO) 

b. [¬ [he has gone to China and being in China] at some indefinite time 

before, but he is no longer not in China now] 

[he has experienced of ¬ [going to China and being in China]] 

(Aspect GUO > Negation) 

(20a) means that ‘he has NOT gone to China and NOT being in China at any time 

before, and he is not in China now’ or ‘he has NOT experienced of going to China 

and being in China. Whereas (20b) means that ‘he has NOT gone to China and NOT 

being in China at some time before, but he is in China now’ or ‘he has experienced of 

NOT going to China and NOT being in China’. The meaning presented by (20b) is 

weird. Since the resultant state of the event happened some time before will not obtain 

for now, the state of ‘not being in China’ result form the event of ‘not going to China’ 

in (20b) will not obtain now. The state for now is ‘he is in China’. ‘He is in China 

now’ and ‘He has experienced of not going to China’ do not make any sense. So the 

only way to negate an experiential meaning expressed by –guo is to have negation 

taking wider scope over experiential. The same analysis also works for stative 

constellations with –guo. 

To explore the negation of the progressive expressed by zai, take sentence ta zai 

kan shu ‘he is reading a book’ for example. Zai expresses that the event of his reading 

a book is in progress. For the negation of such a meaning, both options of negation or 
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progressive taking wider scope are examined as in (21) 

(21) a. [¬ [the action of his reading a book is in progress]] 

      (Negation >Aspect ZAI) 

b. [his action of ¬ [reading a book] is in progress] 

    (Aspect ZAI > Negation) 

(21a) with negation taking wider scope over progressive expressed by zai means that 

the action of his reading a book is NOT in progress. While for (21b) when ZAI takes 

wider scope over negation, it means that his NOT reading a book has taken place 

and is in progress. However, this meaning is problematic. ‘Reading book’ is an 

action which can be started and in progress, but ¬ [reading book] is a state, which is 

unchanging thus could not have stared or in progress. So the negation of the 

progressive meaning expressed by zai is to have Negation taking wider scope over 

ZAI. 

For the negation of the meaning expressed by –zhe, I will distinguish the two uses 

of –zhe, i.e. the focus on the resultative state and the indication of a progressive 

situation. I will examine the negation of both use of –zhe by having either negation 

taking wide scope or the meaning expressed by –zhe taking wide scope. Firstly, 

sentence (13) is an example of –zhe focusing on resultative state. What –zhe focus is 

state, either a resutlative state result from an action or event or a pure state expressed 

by a stative verb or adjective. Take sentence (13) for example, the negation of the 

meaning of this sentence can be either (22a) or (22b): 

(22) a. [¬ [the resultative state of hanging a picture on the wall is durative]] 

(Negation > Aspect ZHE) 

    b. [the resultative state of ¬ [hanging a picture] on the wall is durative] 

      (Aspect ZHE > Negation) 

What (22a) is negated are the whole situation as well as the duration of its resultative 

state, because negation is taking wide scope over both the verb and its aspect. Thus 

the negative sentence means that ‘the resultative state of hanging a picture on the wall 

is not durative’. While for (22b), when aspect taking wider scope over negation, what 

is negated is the action expressed by the verb. So it means that the resultative state of 
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not hanging a picture on the wall is durative. This meaning is problematic because ¬ 

[hanging a picture] is itself a state, which cannot further have a resultative state. We 

can only have negation taking wide scope over Aspect ZHE, when –zhe focus a 

resultative state.  

When –zhe appears in stative situations like wo ai –zhe ni ‘I am in love with you’, 

to negate the meaning of this sentence, the two options in terms of scope ambiguity 

will be 

(23) a. [¬ [I am in the state of loving you] 

(Negation > Aspect ZHE) 

b. [I am in the state of ¬ [loving you]] 

      (Aspect ZHE> Negation) 

When negation taking wider scope over aspect, the sentence means ‘I am NOT in the 

state of loving you’ as in (23a), whereas when negation is in the scope of aspect, I 

means ‘I am in the state of NOT loving you’. The two meanings mean the same. Thus 

either negation or aspect taking wider scope does not matter in the negation of –zhe 

occurring with stative verbs.   

Let’s turn to the negation of the second use of –zhe when it indicates a 

progressive situation. This progressive use is just similar to the progressive aspect 

marked by zai, for example, 

(24) a. ta tui –zhe zixingche        

      he push ASP bicycle 

      ‘He is pushing a bicycle.’ 

The meaning of (24) marked by –zhe is that ‘the action of pushing a bicycle has taken 

place, and the action is in continuous state’ (Compare to ta zai tui zixingche which 

means ‘the action of his pushing a bicycle has taken place and is in progress’). The 

negation of meaning of (24) may be either (25a) or (25b) depending on the scope 

difference of negation with respect to aspect. 

(25) a. [¬ [the action of his pushing a bicycle is in continuous state]] 

(Negation > Aspect ZHE) 

b. [his action of ¬ [pushing a bicycle] is in continuous state] 
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(Aspect ZHE > Negation)  

(25a) with negation taking wider scope over progressive expressed by -zhe means that 

the action of his pushing a bicycle is NOT in a continuous state. While for (25b) 

when ZHE takes wider scope over negation, it means that his NOT pushing a 

bicycle is in continuous state. Though the final state (25b) denotes means the same 

as (25a)—he is not in a continuous state of pushing a bicycle, (25b) is still 

problematic, because ¬ [push a bicycle] is a state, it doesn’t make sense to say it is in 

a continuous state. So the negation of the progressive meaning expressed by -zhe is to 

have Negation taking wider scope over ZHE. 

 To conclude, the negation of the aspect marked by –le, -guo, zai and –zhe all have 

negation taking wider scope over aspect. There is an exception that, for –zhe occuring 

with stative verbs, the scope relation of negation and aspect does not matter.  

 

3.3 Negative Form of Aspect 

 Having discussed the scope interaction between negation and aspect, it is time to 

see how to form the sentence to express certain meaning. To form the negative 

sentence of different aspect, we have to decide which negation marker to choose, mei 

or bu, and whether the aspect marker can appear together with negation marker.  

 

3.3.1 Selection of Negation Markers 

 As is discussed in section 2, mei negates dynamic situations, and bu negates 

non-dynamic situations. And for all the aspect, aspect should be in the scope of 

negation. Therefore, which negation marker to use in the negative form of aspect 

depends on the situation type of what is in the scope of negation, i.e. the situation 

type of the situation with aspect. For example,  

(26) a. wo ai-guo   ni 

          I love-ASP you 

‘I have loved you.’ 

       b. wo mei ai-guo   ni 
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          I  not love-ASP you 

         ‘I have not loved you.’ 

Since negation takes wider scope over aspect, what is negated for the meaning of (26a) 

should be the meaning of ai guo ‘love ASP’ rather than the meaning of ai ‘love’. Ai 

‘love’ is a stative situation, requiring the negator bu, but what is negated is ai guo 

‘love Experiential ASP’ which involves the change of state. Change of state is 

dynamic situation, so mei should be the negation marker for sentences with stative 

situation with experiential meaning.  

 Almost all sentences with aspect markers -le, -guo, and zai have mei as the 

negation marker when the meaning of these sentences are negated. For the 

sentences marked by –zhe, things are a little complex, because both mei and bu 

may be used in the negative form. The reason for mei as the negator for most 

aspect is that aspect always describe an event with dynamic verb or change of state 

with stative verb, which both involve the notion ‘change over time’ or ‘input of 

energy’, thus should be dynamic situations. Furthermore, sentences with aspect 

markers, like –le, guo and zai cannot express volitional meanings at all, because 

they all indicate something that already happened or is happening. So dynamic 

situation selects mei as the negation marker.    

From the former introduction of Aspect LE, we can easily come to the 

conclusion that generally it denotes the termination or completion of the action or 

the achievement of a state, which all require input of energy. So LE denotes 

dynamic situations and selects the negator mei when sentence with –le is negated.  

(27) a. ta  kan-le  na-ben shu. 

he read-ASP that-CL book 

‘He read that book.’ 

    b. ta mei kan –(*le) na-ben shu 

he not read-ASP that-CL book 

‘He did not read that book.’ 

 (28) a. ta pang -le. 

         he fat ASP 
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    ‘He has become fat.’ 

b. ta mei pang 

          he not fat 

      ‘He hasn’t become fat.’ 

GUO indicate the experiencing of an action or event or a state. To experience 

an event involves input of energy, and to experience a state involves change of 

state. Both belong to dynamic situations, so sentences with aspect GUO can only 

be negated by mei. 

(29) a. wo kan-guo zhe ben shu 

     I  read-ASP this CL book 

          ‘I have read this book.’ 

b. wo mei kan-guo zhe ben shu 

          I  not read-ASP this CL book 

          ‘I have not read this book.’ 

 (30) a. wo ai-guo   ni 

          I love-ASP you 

‘I have loved you.’ 

       b. wo mei ai-guo   ni 

          I  not love-ASP you 

         ‘I have not loved you.’ 

As for the imperfective aspect, progressive ZAI requires an ongoing supply of 

energy in order to obtain the states they describe, so action with ZAI belong to 

dynamic situations. Mei is the proper negator. 

(31) a. ta zai   kan shu 

       he ASP read book 

       ‘He is reading a book’. 

b. ta mei/*bu (zai)
2
 xie xin 

he not   ASP write letter 

                                                        
2 Zai is optional in the negative form. Further discussion on the appearance of aspect markers in negative 

sentences will be presented in 3.3.2 
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         ‘He is not reading a book.’ 

The durative aspect ZHE, which presents a continuous and stable situation 

without endpoints can be negated by both bu and mei. First, take a look of the 

negation of the progressive use of –zhe,  

(32) a. ta  tui-zhe  yi liang zixingche 

he push-ASP one CL bicycle 

‘He is (in the state of) pushing a bicycle.’ 

b. ta mei/*bu tui-zhe zixingche 

he not   push-ASP bicycle 

‘He is not pushing a bicycle.’ 

The progressive ZHE describes an action is in a continuous state. This ZHE is very 

similar to the progressive ZAI in that it needs a continuous input of energy in order 

for the situation to go on obtaining. It has static reading compare to ZAI, because the 

input of energy is relatively stable. Anyway, as long as input of energy is involved, it 

is a dynamic situation, and the negation marker should be mei.  

 Now let’s turn to the negation marker for the negation of the focusing on 

resultative state ZHE. First, consider the negation of ZHE denoting the states of 

position and location.  

(33) a. qiang shang gua-zhe  yi fu hua 

wall  on  hang ASP one CL picture 

‘A picture is hanging on the wall.’ 

     b. qiang shang mei/*bu gua -zhe  hua 

          wall  on   not    hang ASP picture 

          ‘There is no picture hanging on the wall.’ 

In (33), ZHE focus on a resultative states after the endpoint of the situation. We can 

only have the resultative state of an action after the occurrence of the action, so the 

whole sentence involves the change from event to state. What is negated is the state 

resulting from the action, or the coming about of a state, which is a dynamic situation. 

The negator should be mei.  

 But consider (34) 
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 (34) a. ta zuo –zhe 

         he sit  ASP 

    ‘He is sitting.’ 

     b. ta mei zuo –zhe 

         he not sit  ASP 

       ‘He is not sitting.’ 

     c. ta bu zuo –zhe 

          he not sit ASP 

          ‘He does not want to sit.’ 

(34) also presents ZHE focusing on the resultative state. This sentence can be negated 

by both mei and bu. The reason it is negated by mei is the same as the above case of 

(33). But bu can also used to negate this in a volitional situation. (34c) expresses that 

he is unwilling to sit. (33) cannot have bu as negation marker because there is not an 

animate subject.  

 When ZHE appear in stative situations as in (35), what is negated is the existence 

of the state, so the negator should be bu. 

 (35) a. wo ai -zhe  ni 

        I love ASP you 

       ‘I am in love with you.’ 

     b. wo bu ai  ni 

          I not love you 

       ‘I do not love you.’  

Thus, the progressive ZHE involves input of energy require mei as the negation 

marker. The resultative state ZHE involves the coming about of state or the change of 

state, which is also dynamic, and need mei to be negation marker. The only exception 

is when ZHE appear in stative situation, bu is selected as the negator to negate the 

existence of the state.  
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3.3.2 Appearance of Aspect Markers 

As can be seen from the negative form of the sentence with each aspect in the 

former section, some aspect markers may appear in the negative form, some may not 

appear. This section will explore what trigger the appearance or non-appearance of the 

aspect marker in the negative sentence of the affirmative sentence they marked. This 

question will be answered from the point of view of the meanings of each aspect 

marker and negation marker.  

When sentences with aspect LE, GUO, ZAI and progressive ZHE are negated, the 

negation marker can only be mei, and the negation of the sentences with resultative 

state ZHE can be negated either by bu or mei, depending on the situation types, stative 

and volitional situations require bu, and dynamic situations selects mei. So the 

appearance of –le, -guo, zai and progressive use –zhe is only relevant to mei, and the 

appearance of the other use of –zhe is relevant to both bu and mei.    

Notice that in the negative sentence of LE, the aspect marker -le is removed, but 

mei co-occur felicitously with –guo, and for zai and –zhe they appear optional in their 

negative sentence. When –le, zai, -zhe do not appear, the negative forms of aspect LE, 

ZAI, and ZHE (both progressive ZHE and resultative state ZHE in dynamic situations) 

are only marked by mei, and then the sentence only means that an action or event has 

NOT taken place. Recall that in 3.2, when negation taking wider scope over aspect, 

the negation of LE means an event has NOT terminated or has NOT completed, or a 

state has NOT started; the negation of ZAI means an event is NOT in progress, the 

negation of progressive ZHE means an event is NOT in continuous state, and the 

negation of progressive ZHE means the resultative state of an event is NOT in 

continuous state. If an event has not taken place, it can never be terminated, 

completed, in progress, continuous, or have a resultative state, so the meaning of the 

sentence marked by only mei, without the appearance of the aspect markers, would 

imply the meaning of the negation of each of the aspect. Therefore, it is possible to 

not have -le, -zai and –zhe appearing when the aspect they marked is negated, and the 

negative sentence marked only by mei, means the non-occurrence of the event. 
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As for the appearance of the experiential marker –guo, it is different from the 

other three. It co-occurs felicitously with mei. The negation of GUO means that an 

event or a state has NOT been experienced. And the sentence marked only by mei 

without the appearance of –guo means simply the non-occurrence of an event. The 

non-occurrence of an event cannot imply the non-experience of an event, so sentence 

only marked by mei cannot be the negative sentence of GUO. –Guo must co-occur 

with mei to mark the experiential meaning when aspect GUO is negated. Since GUO 

is in the scope of negation, the sentence with mei and –guo will mean the 

non-occrrence of experiencing an event.  

 The tricky thing is that zai and –zhe can also co-occur with mei to directly 

negate the event in progress (ZAI), or the event in continuous state (progressive ZHE), 

or that the state result from event is durative (resultative state ZHE), but –le can never 

co-occur with mei, in other words, we can never directly negate the termination or 

completion of an event. To answer the question why –le cannot occur together with 

mei, many, following W. Wang (1965), claim that mei and -le are in complementary 

distribution, in other words, mei also marks perfective aspect except for being a 

negation marker, i.e. -le is used in assertive sentences to mark perfective and mei 

can mark perfective meaning in negative sentences. However, Li and Thompson 

(1981) do not agree that mei also marks aspect. They notice the phenomenon that mei 

can co-occur with the experiential aspect marker –guo. -Le, however, cannot occur 

with them. If mei were the negative form of –le, then there would be no way to 

explain why mei can occur in sentences in which –le cannot occur. Furthermore, if 

mei marks perfective, then how can we explain the co-occurrence of mei and zai, and 

mei and –zhe. 

According to Xiao and McEnery (2007) in a corpus-based study, zai and -zhe 

rarely occur in negative sentences. A more common way to negate the progressive is a 

viewpoint shift that avoids the assertive progressive aspect marker in a negative 

sentence. For example, 

(36) a. you    ren   zai deng wo 

      have person ASP wait me 
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      ‘Someone is waiting for me.’ 

 b. mei you  ren   zai deng wo 

      not have person ASP wait me 

      ‘No one is waiting for me.’ 

Thus, normally aspect markers like zai, –zhe and -le do not co-occur with mei. Then 

why -guo can appear with mei. 

 I propose that what mei marks is something more than negation—the 

non-occurrence of the event. Sentences with aspect marker zai, -zhe and -le all 

imply that an action has already occurred, and they mark the aspect that after the 

event has started, either in progress, terminated or completed, or the resultative 

state of the event. While what mei marks is just opposite with those three markers, 

i.e. the event has not taken place at all. So mei and the three markers are in 

contradictory distribution, an event can be in the state after occurring or in the 

state before occurring. However, -guo is independent from mei. GUO only indicate 

an event has happened before without current relevance or an event has been 

experienced, while mei only marks non-occurrence of an event, so in the negative 

sentence of GUO, its marker –guo must appear to obtain the experiential meaning.    

Last but not least, resultative state ZHE can also be negated by bu in volitional 

and stative situations. For example, in stative situations, to say a state is not durative 

(-zhe appears) is the same as to say not in a state (without –zhe). For volitional 

situations, not willing to taking an action (without –zhe) result in a state of not taking 

the action, and this state is the same as not willing to be in the state result from an 

action (with –zhe). Thus, -zhe can either appear or not appear in these two situations.   

Figure 1 gives an overview of the interaction of negation and aspect, including 

the negation of aspect, the form for the negation (selection of negation marker and 

appearance of aspect marker), and the meaning the form denotes. 
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Negation of aspect Form Meaning 

?* mei…-le  √not occur [event terminated]   ¬ [event terminated] 

mei… √not occur [event] 

?* mei…-le √not occur [event completed]    ¬ [event completed] 

mei… √not occur [event] 

* mei…-le ×not occur [state inchoative] 

 

 

¬ LE 

¬ [state inchoative] 

mei… √not occur [state] 

mei…-guo √ not occur [event being 

experienced] 

¬ [event being experienced] 

* mei… ×not occur [event] 

mei…-guo √not occur [state being experienced] 

 

¬ GUO 

¬ [state being experienced] 

* mei… ×not occur [state] 

mei zai … √not occur [event in progress] ¬ ZAI ¬ [event in progress] 

mei… √not occur [event] 

mei…-zhe √ not occur [event in continuous 

state] 

¬ ZHE 

(progressive) 

¬ [event in continuous state] 

mei… √not occur [event] 

mei…-zhe √not occur [state result from event is 

durative] 

¬ [state result from event is 

durative] 

mei… √not occur [event] 

bu…-zhe √not [willing to be in a state result 

from an event] 

¬ [willing to be in a state result 

from an event] 

bu… √not [wiling to take event] 

bu…-zhe √not [state durative] 

 

¬ ZHE  

(resultative 

state) 

¬ [state durative] 

bu… √not [state] 

Fig 1. Negation and Aspect 
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4. Interpretation of Negation markers in DRT 

To explore whether negation markers play exactly the same role as aspect 

markers, I will apply Discourse Representation Theory developed by Kamp & Reyle 

(1993) to the interpretation of these markers. The first step is to see how Chinese 

Aspect markers works in the framework of DRT, and then to figure out whether 

negation markers have the same functions and play the same in the same framework.  

 

4.1 Theoretical Background: Discourse Representation Theory  

DRT focuses on the meaning of discourses rather than on the meaning of individual 

sentences. DRT theorists are especially interested in the inter-sentential connections that 

are responsible for discourse cohesion. It has contributed to the process of interpretation 

of temporal relations holding between subsequent clauses in narrative discourse by 

specifying the role of aspectual information coming from subsequent discourse 

constituents. Events move the story line on, whereas states provide background 

information. Kamp & Reyle develop a theory of tense and aspect which assumes the 

general grammatical structure of tensed clauses in (1):  

(1)  [Tense [Aspect* [eventuality description]]] 

Eventuality description denotes the predicate-argument structure of the sentence. 

A verb which has all its argument positions filled by constants or variables is an 

atomic eventuality description. Eventuality descriptions generalize over different 

aspectual types. De Swart (1998) and others assume an ontology of states, processes 

and events. Aspect with a Kleen star means that there can be zero, one or more 

aspectual operators. The aspectual operators are modifiers of eventuality description. 

They map sets of eventualities (of a certain type) onto sets of eventualities (of some 

possibly other type). The tense operator locates the eventuality in time. It maps the 

event from its location time to the speech time. 

Whether negation is also aspectual operator is under discussion. Kamp & Reyle 

(1991) view negative sentences as not describing eventualities. While De Swart & 

Molendijk (1999) argue against Kamp & Reyle that negation do play as aspectual 
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operators and denotes a state. 

 

4.1.1 Aspectual Operators 

It is assumed that every eventuality –whether atomic or non-atomic –is a state, a 

process or an event. States and processes correspond to eventualities which do not 

have inherent endpoint. Event predicates involve an inherent culmination point. States 

and processes both have homogeneous, non-quantized reference, while events have 

non-homogeneous, quantized reference. But Processes and events pattern together as 

non-stative, and form dynamic eventualities. When there are no aspectual operators, 

the atomic eventuality description determines the aspectual class, and the aspectual 

class determines the type of eventualities the sentence denotes: stative sentences 

introduce states, process sentences refer to processes, and event sentences describe 

events. For example in English simple past tense sentences: 

(1) a. Mary was sick. 

b. [PAST [Mary be sick]] 

(2) a. Mary wrote a letter. 

    b. [PAST [Mary write a letter]] 

The aspectual class of the eventuality description in (1) is stative, so the sentence 

introduces a state into the Discourse Representation Structure. Similarly, (2) has an 

aspectual class of event, so the sentence introduces an event. The interpretation of (1) 

and (2) is spelled out in the DRSs in Figure 1 and 2 respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Mary was sick 
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t<n 

Mary (x) 

s o t 

s: x be sick 
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Fig. 2. Mary wrote a letter 

 

t is the location time, n is the speech time or ‘now’, t<n denotes the past tense 

which has location time before speech time. The two figures illustrate that states 

(as well as processed) overlap with t (expressed as ‘s o t’), while events are included 

in t (expressed as ‘e⊆ t’).  

Aspectual operators impose a certain view point on the eventuality introduced 

by the eventuality description. They map from one domain of eventualities to 

another (Bach 1986). This guarantees that the input to the tense operator is always 

a set of eventualities. The English perfect and progressive are examples of 

aspectual operators.   

 (3) a. Mary has read the book. 

    b. [PRES [PERF [Mary read the book]]] 

Sentences in the Perfect are stative, so the Perfect denotes a function PERF: ε → 

S, mapping any kind of eventuality onto a state. The Perfect introduces the 

consequent state which starts when the eventuality ends. The DRS representation 

of (3) is expressed in Figure 3: 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Mary has read the book 

n  e  t  x  y 

t<n 

Mary (x) 

Letter (y) 

e⊆ t 

e: x write y 

n  e  s  t  x  y 

t=n 

Mary (x) 

Book (y) 

s o t 

e⊃⊂ s 

e: x read y 
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(3) presents a present tense, so location time is speech time (t=n). The condition 

e⊃⊂ s (e ‘abuts’ s) means that the result state starts right after the event. Perfect 

presents the existence of both the event and the resultative state of the event. The 

focus is on the state and it is the consequent state that the tense will operate on. 

The perfect operates on eventualities of any aspectual type (De Swart, 1998). 

 Progressive can also be treated as aspectual operator. Progressive maps 

dynamic eventuality descriptions, denoting either processes or event, onto the state 

of that process or event being in progress. So the Progressive denotes a function 

PROG: P ∪ E → S. But progressive does not combine with stative eventuality 

desctiptions.  

 (4) a. Mary was reading a book. 

      b. [PAST [PROG [Mary read a book]]] 

 

 

 

 

 

                        

 

 

Fig. 4. Mary was reading a book. 

 

Progressive operator introduces a state can be clearly seen in this figure, but what 

it operates on is more than a simple event, because what the state really describes 

is the event of Mary reading a book being in progress. Thus, the embedding 

condition of Progressive operator should be the real interpretation of the 

progressive, i.e. part of the process of Mary reading a book.  

 There are also cases where more than one aspectual operator occur in one 

sentence, as in (5)  

(5) a. Mary has been writing a letter. 

n  s  t  x  y 

t<n 

Mary (x) 

Book (y) 

s o t 

 

s:  
 

PROG  
e 

e: x read y 
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      b. [PRES [PERF [PROG [Mary write a letter]]]] 

 This sentence involves both the Perfect and the Progressive operators. It 

means that one operator should operate on the output eventualities of the other 

operator which operates on the eventuality descriptions. Then it is necessary to 

determine which operator takes wider scope over the other. The acceptable 

interpretation of the sentence is as (5b) shows, where PERF should take wide 

scope over PROG. The PROG maps a set of events onto the set of states of Mary’s 

writing a letter being in progress. And the PERF maps the set of states which 

results from the application of the Progressive onto the set of consequent states of 

Mary writing a letter.   

 Aspectual operators map sets of eventualities of a certain type onto sets of 

eventualities of some other type. There are also cases of implicit aspectual 

transitions which is called coercion. Coercion is a contextual reinterpretation 

process, and it is triggered by a conflict between the aspectual character of the 

eventuality description and the aspectual constraints of some other element in the 

context. For example, we can coerce a state into an event by emphasizing the 

starting point of the state, which gives the sentence an inchoative reading as in (6a); 

we can also coerce an event into a state to give the sentence a habitual reading as 

in (6b): 

 (6) a. Suddenly, I knew the answer. 

    b. For months, the train arrived late. 

 The generally used coercion operators in DRT are Cse (coercion of a state onto 

an event) and Ces (coercion of an event onto a state). To give an example, the DRS 

of sentence (7) is presented in Fig. 5 

 (7) a. Susan is liking this play. 

    b. [PRES [PROG [Cse [Susan like this play]]]] 
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Fig. 5. Susan is liking this play 

 

(7) presents states as dynamic situations, because they use the viewpoint of the 

Progressive, which in English normally only occurs with non-statives. Thus in the 

DRS of the sentence, the state has been coerced into an event by Cse before the 

Progressive applies, in order to satisfy the input condition on the aspectual 

operator.  

 

4.1.2 Negation Operators 

Affirmative sentences can introduce new eventualities into the discourse 

representation. De Swart & Molendijk (1999) claim that the same model of 

interpretation can also be extended to negative sentences and the sentence refer to 

negative states of affairs. However, Kamp & Reyle (1993) view negative sentences 

as not describing eventualities. According to Kamp & Reyle (1993), negation is not 

an aspectual operator, and we do not need to introduce a discourse referent for 

negative sentences as a whole in order to obtain the correct interpretation. They have 

several arguments to support their view. First, there is no need to interpret negative 

sentences as states, because without treating it as introducing states, we can still get 

the desired interpretation. Furthermore, they argue that the interpretation of negative 

sentences introducing states would yield the wrong results in discourse contexts. 

Anyway, in their view, negation has no effect on temporal structure. De Swart & 

n  s  t  x  y 

t = n 

Susan (x) 

Play (y) 

s o t 

 

 

s:  

 

 

 

PROG  

 

e:  

 

Cse  
s’ 

s’: x like y 
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Molendijk (1999) argue against Kamp & Reyle in that they only focus a relatively 

small set of examples. De Swart & Molendijk take Kamp & Reyle’s as their null 

hypothesis and explore for a wider range of data.  

 Follow Kamp & Reyle (1991) that state consists of the individual x having the 

property P at time t, De Swart & Molendijk propose a conditionγ  holding at time t: 

(8) Recursive rule for the introduction of discourse referents: 

For γ  a condition holding at time t, s: γ  and Max(s) and s=t t define the 

maximal state consisting of the condition γ  holding at time t. 

γ  can either be an atomic condition or a complex condition. De Swart & Molendijk 

give examples of adverb of quantification and negation, and argue that they are 

complex condition. Thus, this recursive rule would imply that negation denotes a state. 

Now I list a negation example of English to examine how the recursive rule works: 

(9) Mary didn't come. 

According to (9) Mary has the property of not coming at some time t in the past. The 

complex negative state should not be viewed as a minimal situation, because it is too 

weak a statement to say that we can find at least one minimal situation holding at t at 

which Mary’s coming is not the case. So there should be Max(s). According to Krifka 

(1989) of an event predicate negation, negation is a modifier which operates on an 

eventuality description P and yields the maximal state s holding at t such that no 

eventuality e of type P is included in s at t. Thus, the DRS of (9) is generated in 

Figure 6. 
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Fig.6. Mary didn’t come 

 

The interpretation of negation as eventuality description modifiers implies that 

negation is of the same semantic type as aspectual operators like the Progressive or 

the Perfect. This may raise scope ambiguities when the two appear together.  

 (8) a. Mary hasn't met the president 

b. [PRES [NEG [PERF [Mary meet the president]]]] 

 (9) a. Mary hasn't seen her grandchild for over a year (now). 

    b. [PRES [PERF [NEG [Mary see her grandchild]]]] 

(8a) denies that we are in the state which results from the event of Mary meeting the 

president. Only having NEG taking wide scope over PERF can we get this correct 

interpretation. While for sentence (9), things are opposite, PERF takes wide scope 

over negation, because the sentence means Mary is not in the state of seeing her 

grandchild until now.  

 

4.2 Apply DRT to Chinese aspectual and negation system 

In section 4.1, we already see how the English aspectual operators take sets of 

eventualities and introduce sets of eventualities to discourse under DRT. In this 

section, I will apply the analytic tool to Chinese aspect as well as negation system. 

Unlike English, Chinese has no inflectional morphology to express tense. The 

information of reference time can only be seen by implicit adverbials or from the 

context. But there are four important markers to marker aspect. They can play the role 
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Mary (x) 
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as aspect operators in the interpretation of sentences and maps sets of eventualities 

into sets of eventualities. 

 

4.2.1. Chinese aspectual markers in DRT 

I will analyze the four aspect markers as aspectual operators in the framework of 

DRT one by one. First let’s consider the perfective marker –le as in example (10), 

(10) a. ta  xie -le   yi feng xin 

      he write ASP one CL letter. 

      ‘He wrote a letter.’
 

    b. [LE [He write a letter]]] 

Perfective -le markers the termination or completion of an action or event. In (10), -le 

with the verb xie asserts that the activity of writing took place and was terminated or 

completed. It leads to a state immediately after the action ends. So I assume that LE is 

an aspectual operator that denotes a function LE: E → S, mapping an event to a 

state. The state starts right after the event (e⊃⊂ s) and it is overlap with the location 

time (s o t). The Discourse Representation Structure of (10) is Figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7 ta xie -le yi feng xin 

 

For sentences in which –le occurs with adjectives, the adjective no longer 

express a state, because the conflict characteristics of adjective and perfective –le 

trigger a coercion. An adjective always denote a stative situation, whereas 

perfective –le require dynamic situations. So there is a coercion of a state onto an 

event in the DRS of such kind of sentences like (11): 

(11) a. ta pang –le 

e  s  t  x  y  

He (x) 

Letter (y) 

s o t 

e⊃⊂ s 

e: x write y 
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   he fat  ASP 

   ‘He has become fat.’ 

 b. [LE [Cse [He be fat]]  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 ta pang le 

 

Now, let’s consider another marker –guo. Though it is generalized as perfective 

marker, it is, in fact, more specifically function as a Perfect marker. What –guo marks 

is similar to Perfect aspect in English, but there is still a big difference that –guo does 

not convey a ‘current relevance’ meaning as English Perfect does, because of the 

characteristic of -guo that the resulting state no long obtains (or the ‘discontinuity’ in 

Smith (1991)).  

 (12) a. wo kan-guo  zhe ben shu. 

       I  read ASP this CL book. 

       ‘I have read this book.’ 

     b. [GUO [I read this book]]] 

 (13) a. wo ai –guo  ni 

I love ASP you 

‘I have loved you.’ 

  b. [GUO [I love you]] 

Similar to LE, the focus of GUO is a change of state, changing from either a state 

which starts right after the event or a pure state (not result from event) to a state in 

which the former state no longer obtains. It plays the role as the aspectual operator 

which denotes a function GUO: S’ → S, mapping a state onto a state, in addition, 

s overlap with t, but s’ does not hold at t. The DRS representation of (12) and (13) 

e  s  s’  t  x   
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e: Cse s’: x be fat 
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is Figure 9 and 10 respectively: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 wo kan –guo zhe ben shu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.10 wo ai –guo ni 

 

s⊄ t describes that the state after the event of reading book in Fig. 9 and the state of ‘I 

love you’ in Fig.10 do not hold at the location time, thus involve a change of state.  

As for the imperfective markers zai and –zhe, I presume that progressive 

marker zai and the progressive use of –zhe is just explicit marker of Progressive 

which is the same as English progressive. ZAI and ZHE (progressive) map 

dynamic eventuality descriptions onto the state of that process or event being in 

progress. They have the function of PROG: E → S. 

 The state introduced by PROG overlaps with the location time. (14) and (15) 

are examples of zai and –zhe marking progressive aspect. The DRS are Figure 11 

and 12 respectively. 
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(14) a. ta zai  kan shu. 

         he ASP read book 

       ‘He is/was reading a book.’ 

     b. [PROG (ZAI) [He read a book]] 

(15) a. ta tui –zhe  yi liang zixingche 

    he push ASP one CL bicycle 

      ‘He is/was (in the state of) pushing a bicycle.’ 

  b. [PROG (ZHE) [He push a bicycle]] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. ta zai kan shu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. ta zai kan shu. 

 

The resultative state ZHE focuses on the durative of the resultative state of an 

event or a pure state (not result from event). This ZHE as aspectual operator has 

the function of DUR: S’ → S. It maps a state (s’) to a state (s) of s’ being durative. 

So s is included in s’, and s overlaps with the location time. (16) and (17) are 

examples of the duration of resultative state of an event and duration of a pure 
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state respectively, and their DRS are Figure 13 and 14.  

 (16) a. ta zuo –zhe 

         he sit ASP 

         ‘He is sitting (somewhere).’ 

     b. [DUR ZHE [Ces [He sit] 

(17) a. wo ai –zhe  ni 

        I love ASP you 

       ‘I am loving you.’ 

  b. [DUR ZHE [I love you]] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13 wo zuo -zhe 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14 wo ai -zhe ni 
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4.2.2 Chinese negation markers in DRT 

First of all, I would like to formulate the interpretation of mei, appearing alone or 

combine with other aspect markers.  

Mei only appears in dynamic situations to negate the occurrence of an event or 

the achievement of a state, or the coming about of a state. As a negation marker, the 

function of mei follows the definition of negation De Swart and Molendijk (1999) 

proposes, i.e. negation introduces a maximal state into the discourse representation. 

Furthermore, Negation MEI is a modifier which operates on an eventuality 

description P and yields the maximal state s holding at t such that no eventuality e of 

type P is included in s at t. Let’s take sentence (18a) for example to see how this 

works for mei. 

(18) a. ta mei xie xin 

    he not write letter 

    ‘He did not write a letter.’ Or ‘He has not written a letter.’ 

  b. [NEG (MEI) [He write letter]] 

The DRS of this sentence is represented in Figure 15. Negation MEI in Figure 15 

operates on an event of ‘he write letter’ and yields the maximal state s holding at t 

such that no event of writing letter is included in s at t. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.15. ta mei xie xin 
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Since mei also only take dynamic situations like –le does, when mei occurs with 

adjectives like pang ‘fat’ which generally describes a stative situation, we coerce the 

state onto an event. What mei operates on is the event of becoming fat rather than the 

state of being fat. Negation MEI introduces a maximal state holding at t such that no 

event of becoming fat is included in s at t.  

(19) a. ta mei pang 

   he not fat 

      ‘He has not become fat.’ 

 b. [NEG (MEI) [Cse [He be fat]] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.15. ta mei xie xin 

 

Now let’s turn to the interpretation of mei in combination between negation and 

aspect. The negative form of –guo sentence is also marked by mei. –Guo must appear 

in its negative sentences. Negation should take wider scope over the aspect marked by 

–guo. Thus for sentence (20a), we have the interpretation of (20b) rather than (20c).  

(20) a. Ta mei kan –guo zhe ben shu. 

      he not read ASP this CL book. 

      ‘He hasn’t read this book.’ 

    b. [NEG (MEI) [GUO [He read book]]] 

     c. [GUO[NEG (MEI) [He read book]]]  
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The DRS for (20b) will be: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 16 ta mei kan –guo zhe ben shu 

 

GUO is in the scope of negaion, so what negation operates on is the output of GUO. 

As shown in 4.2.1, GUO maps a state (s’’) immediately after an event onto a state 

(s’). s’ overlaps with t’, but s’’ does not hold at t’. This presents the discontinuity 

or experiential meaning of –guo. What NEG MEI as a modifier could modify must 

be dynamic situations, so Csd is triggered by this requirement of NEG MEI. The 

sentence introduce a maximal state s hold at t such that having experienced reading 

this book is not included in s at t, i.e. he has not experience of reading that book.  

When the verb occurs with –guo is stative like (21), the interpretation is very 

similar to (20) having negation taking wider scope over GUO. There is only one 

difference that what has been experienced in (21) is a state rather than an event in 

(20). Coercion on the state onto an event is also required to satisfy the demand of 

mei that mei must take dynamic situations.  
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(21) a. wo mei ai –guo ni 

      I  not love ASP you 

   ‘I have not fallen in love with you.’ 

  b. [GUO [NEG (MEI) [I love you]]] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 17 wo mei ai –guo ni 

 

When a sentence involves both the meaning of negation and progressive, 

negation should taker wider scope over progressive as have been discussed in 3.2. 

This kind of sentence can be marked by both mei and zai (22), and mei and –zhe (23).  

(21)  a. Ta mei zai  kan shu 

he not ASP read book 

    ‘He is not reading a book.’ 

     b. [NEG (MEI) [Csd [PROG (ZAI) [He read book]]] 

 (23) a. Ta mei tui –zhe che 

he not push ASP bycicle 

     ‘He is not pushing a bycicle.’ 
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  b. [NEG (MEI) [Csd [PROG (ZHE) [He push bicycle]]] 

The DRS for the two interpretations will be same, because zai and –zhe both mark 

progressive meaning. I will take (22) for example, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 18 Ta mei zai kan shu 

 

PROG is in the scope of negation, PROG introduces a state of the event being in 

progress which should be operated by negation, however, NEG MEI only operates on 

dynamic situations, thus coercion from state to dynamic situation is required. The 

NEG (MEI) operates on the dynamic situation, and introduces a maximal state 

holding at t such that no process of reading a book is included in s at t.  

When –zhe focus on the resultative state, it can co-occur with either bu or mei. 

Fro example, 

(24) a. wo mei zuo –zhe 

   I  not sit  ASP 

   ‘I am not sitting (anywhere)’. 

 b. [NEG (MEI) [Csd [DUR [Ces [I sit]]] 

(25) a. wo bu zuo –zhe 

   I not sit  ASP 
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‘I don’t want to sit.’ 

     b. [NEG (BU) [DUR [Ces [I sit]]] 

The DRS for (24) is  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 19 wo mei zuo –zhe 

 

The Durative ZHE is in the scope of negaiton, so what MEI should operates on 

the output of DUR ZHE. Since DUR ZHE here introduces a resultative state being 

durative, there should be coercion from state to dynamic situation to satisfy the 

requirement of NEG MEI. Finally, negation introduce a maximal state s hold at t such 

that there is not a duration of sit included in s at t.  

Before giving the DRS of (25) with bu and –zhe occur together, I would like to 

first examine the interpretation of bu when it occurs alone. According to section 2, bu 

generally appear in stative situations to negate the existence of state 

 (26) a wo bu pang 

         I  not fat 

s   t   x 

I (x) 

s =t t 

Max (s) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

s: 

 

 

 

 

 

NEG  

(MEI) 

d 

d⊆ s 

 

 

 

 

d:  

 

 

 

 

Csd  

s’ 

s’’⊆ s’ 

 

 

 

s’: 

 

 

DUR 

s’’ 

e⊃⊂ s’’ 

 

s’’: Ces e: x sit 
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         ‘I am not fat.’ 

  b. [NEG (BU) [I be fat]] 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 20 wo bu pang 

 

bu operates on a state, and yields the maximal state s holding at t such that no state s’ 

is included in s at t, i.e. the non-existance of state s’. 

 Remember that bu also appear in volitional and habitual situations 

 (27) a. ta bu  he  jiu 

         he not drink wine 

         ‘He does not have the habit of drinking wine.’      (habitual reading)  

Or ‘He doesn’t want to drink wine’.              (volitional reading) 

     b. [NEG (BU) [Ces [he drink wine]] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 21 ta bu he jiu (habitual)  

s  t  x   

I (x) 

s =t t 

Max (s) 

 

 

s:  

 

NEG 

(BU)  

s’ 

s’⊆ s 

s’: x be fat 

s  t  x   

He (x) 

s =t t 

Max (s) 

 

 

 

 

s:  

 

 

 

NEG  

(BU) 

s’ 

s’⊆ s 

s’ = Repeat (e) 

 

s’: 
 

Ces 

e  y 

wine (y) 

e: x drink y 
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Fig. 22 ta bu he jiu (volitional) 

 

The incompatibility of the event with negator bu triggers a coercion operator Ces in 

the grammatical structure and the DRS for both interpretations, which introduces the 

necessary state to be operated by NEG BU. This state is different from the resultative 

state of an event. s’ = Repeat (e) means that the state is the repetition of the event, or a 

habit. Thus Figure 21 represents that a maximal state s holds at t such that no habit of 

drinking wine is included in s at t. In other words, it negates the existence of the habit 

of drinking wine. s’ = Willing (e) means the state of willing to take an event. Thus 

Figure 22 represents non existence of the willing to drink wine. Now go back to the 

combination of bu and –zhe. In sentence (25), there is a volitional reading. Bu negates 

the existence of the willing to sit duratively.  

To sum up, both negation markers bu and mei follow the definition of negation by 

De Swart and Molendijk (1999). Negation can be operators to operate on eventualities 

and introduces a maximal state into the discourse representation. Both bu and mei 

have this function. The difference between bu and mei is that mei only modifies 

dynamic situations and introduces a maximal state that the event is not included in the 

state, in other words, mei negates the occurrence of an event, whereas bu modifies on 

non-dynamic situations, including stative situations, volitional situations and habitual 

s  t  x   

He (x) 

s =t t 

Max (s) 

 

 

 

 

s:  

 

 

 

NEG  

(BU) 

s’ 

s’⊆ s 

s’ = Willing (e) 

 

s’: 
 

Ces 

e  y 

wine (y) 

e: x drink y 
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situations, and introduces a maximal state that a state, a willing or a habit is not 

included in the maximal state, in other words, bu negates the existence of a state, a 

willing or a habit.  

 

5. Conclusion 

 This thesis examines both the selection and the interpretation of the two negation 

markers in Chinese. Mei only occur in dynamic situations, while bu generally occur in 

stative situations and it also appear in volitional, habitual, and generic situations, thus 

bu is used in non-dynamic situations. Sentences with marked by aspect are more 

tended to have mei as the negation marker when they are negated, because aspect 

always involve the notion of ‘change over time’ or ‘input of energy’, which should 

be dynamic situations. Bu can only sometimes used to negate the aspect marked by 

–zhe. Unless a sentence with –zhe is in a habitual or stative situation, it cannot be 

negated by bu.  

 Negation marker can appear together with aspect markers, but not for all 

aspect. I believe the non-appearance of aspect markers –le, zai, -zhe in their 

negative form is because the negation marker mei meaning non-occurrence of an 

event naturally induce the meaning of those aspect markers, while –guo cannot be 

omitted in its negative form because meaning –guo and mei denotes are 

independent from each other.   

 Bu and mei fits well in the DRT of negation proposed by De Swart and 

Molendijk (1999). We get the expected meaning we want—mei negates the 

non-occurrence of an event, or and bu the non-existence of a state, or the 

non-existence of a willing or a habit of doing something. This means that both bu and 

mei can play the role as operators to operate on eventualities and introduces a 

maximal state into the discourse representation. The only difference is that mei 

modifies on dynamic situations, and bu on stative and volitional situations.  
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